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ABOUT US
ABOUT US
JITSolutions Information Technology (JITsolutions  ) is a multifaceted ICT company in 

Nigeria with strong focus on ICT Training, Network Infrastructure and solutions, Software 

development, Computer Hardware, CCTV technology and International Certification 

examinations in the ICT domain, We are an authorized partner with world leading 

Information Technology Giants like Hp, Apple, FOA, Cisco, Oracle, Zend, Pearson and 

Prometric to provide Quality Computer Hardware, Network Infrastructure, ICT Training, 

Certification Examination, and On‐Demand Customized Application Development Services, 

thus, empowering through IT...

Our company’s proven track record and professional experience and expertise cuts across 

the public and private sectors. We have successfully  deployed the under‐listed 

for Educational institutions, Government agencies and Private organizations;

 Management Information Systems (School management, e‐Ticketing, Pension 

Management, Revenue monitoring, campaign management & lots more).

 Network Solutions & Infrastructure (Data Center, Fiber Optics Cabling, Structured LAN 

Cabling, LAN & WAN Device, VSAT Circuits, Video Conferencing, Voip)

 CCTV Technology (Surveillance & Access Control).

 ProfessionalDevelopemt /  ICT Training & Certification Exams.

 Hardware (High grade computer system, customized tablet devices & peripherals ).

MISSION STATEMENT
· To help Individuals build a Career in Information Technology.

· To help Individuals and Businesses acquire sufficient knowledge to keep up with the 

growing IT challenges on the global scene.

· Through our services, enterprises are assisted in achieving Knowledge, Skills and 

Solutions by a dynamic and result‐oriented team.

VISION STATEMENT
· To be a leading brand providing professional IT Services of Global Standard.
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TRAINING
TRAINING / PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
In today's rapidly changing and increasingly competitive Corporate Industry, distinguishing 

yourself can be a huge challenge, to say the least. What yardsticks would you consider 

important in illustrating and validating your Professionalism, Advanced Skill, Experience 

and Understanding in a way that sets you apart from the hundreds of other candidates for 

a position?

One way is through a Professional Certification. A Certified Professional stands out from 

the Crowd as an individual who has attained a qualifying level of competence. They are able 

to provide employers with evidence of their ability to demonstrate a high level of job‐

related Knowledge and Skills. They possess a documented level of assurance that boosts 

their confidence and the trust their employees have in them.

This is the Dream we love to see come through at JIT Solutions.

We offer a rich repertoire of the best‐selling Courses in the field of Information Technology 

to choose your Training from. Each of these courses come with an Official Study Kit from 

our Training Partners and Vendors and presents a memorable Classroom Experience with 

Practical Simulations and Sessions that are the most applicable to real‐life Situations on the 

Job and in the Industry.

Our Training Instructors are Certified Professional with vast Technical and Cognate 

Experience in the Information Technology Industry. They pour their wealth of experience 

into rich Classroom Sessions which enable our Clients and Students benefit from Practical 

Real‐Life Industry Experiences that make them better Professionals outside the Classroom.

OUR COURSES
Some of the Courses on our repertoire include:

cisco Certification Tracks, Oracle Certification, Microsoft Certification, Web 
Application Development, Java Programming, Statistical Analysis System, 
Project Management, Cad & Cam (AutoCAD, INVENTOR, REVIT, ORION, PDMS & 
lots more), Certified Ethical Hacking, MATLAB & SIMULINKS, M_O_R 
(Management Of Risk), Fiber Optics Certified Technician, CCTV SECURITY, 
Network & Security Management.
For a complete list of the courses, visit: www.jitsolutionsng.com/courses
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SOFTWARE
APPLICATION / SOFTWARE
Application Development is the process of designing a application that meets your 
specific business requirements. Sometimes, it can prove a more worthy investment 
to build Applications that meet your unique operational specifications instead of 
having to adjust your business operations in line with an off‐the‐shelf application that 
may or may not do what you really need it to.
Whatever may be your desire, be it more Functionality, enhanced Security, ultra‐
modern Sophistication, end‐user Simplicity, or super Reliability, whether as a 
standalone System or as an Integrated Module into an existing system,  we possess 
the rich and highly specialized experience and expertise you seek in Application 
Development with Core emphasis on Design and Management and Maintenance. We 
implement the most current and up‐to‐date Tools and Technologies in developing 
various Solutions that meet Industry Standards, and we are confident you would find 
us your preferred Application Service Provider (ASP) in not more than a single 
encounter.

Some of our most popular  Application & Solutions include:

· EDU Solutions (School Management System)

· SME Solutions (Business Management System)

· CAMPAIGN Solutions (Political Campaign Management Website)

· AUTO Solutions (Automobile Sales Management Website)

· BUDGET Solutions (E‐budgeting System)

· EXAM Solutions (e‐Examination System)

· Business Applications

· Accounting Solutions

· Banking Software
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· Recruitment Software

· MLM Software

· Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

· Client Management Systems (CMS)

· Medical Applications

· Real Estate Management

· Payroll application and Pension Management System

· Trouble/Support Ticketing

· Shopping Carts

· Comprehensive Online Calendar Applications

· e‐Ticketing

· Web‐Site Branding

· Insurance Applications

· Reservation Software

· Member Directory Applications

· Store Management Systems / POS

· Hotel Management Software

· Online Catalog Software

· Integrated Tax application System

· E‐catalogs and Merchandising Applications

Our development team consists of highly educated and certified professionals and 
highly skill and experienced Software Engineers with many years of experience in the 
Industry; and our Web Solutions have gained increased popularity across various 
sectors and areas of Human Endeavor, and have been testified to produce the best 
results in the application areas when compared to their contemporaries in the 
Industry.
For our Project Portfolio, please visit: http://applications.jitsolutionsng.com
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CCTV / SURVEiLLANCE
ABOUT OUR CCTV TECHNOLOGY

In today's society, keeping a watchful eye over your property and business is a wise 
investment. Whether your requirements are for a single or multi cctv camera set up, or to 
have visual access on or off site, viewing through internet access our complete line of 
innovative and user friendly digital video management systems will help protect your 
premises.

JITSolutions prides itself on its highly competitive CCTV pricing structure and always strives 
to provide the best possible deal.

We can install from just 2 to 128 multiple CCTV camera systems with many optional extras 
such as wireless cameras, PTZ (Pan Tilt Zoom) cameras and dummy cameras. CCTV systems 
are available with 24 hour DVR (Digital Video Recorder) recording facility. We give you full 
training in your chosen system and ensure you are confident in how it works.

Day/Night cameras allow your CCTV system to be effective even in the lowest of light 
conditions whilst still showing clear colour pictures during daylight hours. Day/Night CCTV 
cameras will automatically change from colour images to night vision when the light levels 
drop below a certain level.

Digital Video Recorders (DVR`s) allow continuous digital recording for days and weeks at a 
time.

Our DVRs also connect to your Broadband router to allow you to view and control your 
CCTV cameras using a computer or suitable mobile device connected to the Internet from 
anywhere in the world!

OUR CAMERA SELECTION
Consist of a combination of dome, bullet and hidden cameras with the following additional 
features which depend on the peculiarity of the installation site: weather resistance, vandal 
resistance, Day / Night vision, PTZ, wireless, adjustable lens, dummy camera & lots more.

***call us today for expert advice, and to arrange a free, no obligation cctv quotation! ***
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HARDWARE

DATA CENTRES
DATA CENTRES
Data Centres and computer rooms play a multi‐faceted and complex role in 
every organization. These serve as the
backbone of every corporate network, connecting all computers, servers, 
application and storage across network infrastructure.
Due to its importance, it places unique demands on building environment in the 
terms of room temperature, power distribution network & protection,
network security and efficiency, surveillance and restricted access, cost, 
operation and maintenance.

At JITSolutions, we meet these demands by utilizing industry standard OEM 
equipments as well as leveraging in our network of experienced professionals 
who
continually update themselves with best practices and technological 
advancement. Our team provides end‐to‐end solution for your data centres, 
from design to integration. We synchronize all aspects of a data center to 

HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS
We provide quality range of Computer Hardware. All the computer hardware 
and peripherals we trade in are sourced from reliable and trusted 
manufacturers. The entire range is available in varied specifications and can be 
easily installed at clients' site. Our Computer Hardware Parts are available at 
industrial leading price.
We also produce customizable Computers & Tablets with preloaded educational 
content for Education institution under our EDUTECH specialized programme 
(in partnership with notable publishing firms and manufacturers).
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NETWORK SOLUTIONS
TRANSMISSION INFRASTRUCTURE:
At JITSolutions, we are equiped with the latest technological developments 
that provides seamless transmission infrastructure solutions designed  to 
ensure client's links are reliable, cost effective and resilient.
This transmission solutions can either be for your organization's
link to other branches, backbone infrastructure for fixed or mobile 
telecom operators as well as educational institution, government or private
organization.
Transmission infrastructure may include the following;
branch offices & Headquarters. warehouse & administrative buildings. An area 
for your Hotspot. Houses within estate (Fiber To The Home‐FTTH).

We employ the use of the world class product and cutting edge technologies in 
our design to best suit client's needs. we deploy both wireless & wired 
transmission infrastructure, using technologies such as Fiber Optics, Copper, 
Microwave radios (SDH/PDH), VSAT, wi‐Fi, WiMax to mention a few.

NETWORK DEPLOYMENT
With the expertise of our team, JITSolutions can deploy LAN, MAN & WAN 
infrastructure that offers excellent inter‐connectivity, reliability and security 
between users irrespective of their location. We recommend, design and 
implement cost effective network topology for small and medium 
organizations.

if you already have an existing network solution and you want an upgrade, we 
can audit your current network, present a report and proffer advice on steps to 
take based on your need.
As part of our audit, we check for security leaks within your network, design 
errors, compatibility issues and finally aging device.

TELECOM
AT JITSolutions, we use world class products and cutting edge‐technologies in 
our design to best suit client's needs.
We deploy wired and wireless transmission infrastructure, using the following 
technologies; Fiber Optics, Copper, Microwave Radio (SDH/PDH), VSAT, Wi‐Fi, 
WiMax to mention a few.
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